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Abstract - The goal of our group’s project is to 

design and build an autonomous quad-copter from 

scratch. This means going through the process of 

researching previous models, performing 

calculations, purchasing individual parts, testing 

those parts, designing the final product, designing an 

Arduino based controller, and finally fitting 

everything together. Drones have recently become a 

promising solution for rapid parcel delivery due to 

advances in battery technology and navigation 

systems. Drones have inherited limitations in battery 

capacity and payload, which make their efficient 

operation and management a critical problem for a 

successful delivery system. Adopting modularity in 

the drone design can provide operational benefits to 

increase overall fleet readiness and reduce overall 

fleet size. This paper discusses the potential value of 

introducing modular design to a drone delivery 

system. We propose an optimization method for the 

operation management of a fleet of modular delivery 

drones. This paper presents simulation results that 

compare the proposed method with existing 

operation management methods. The results show 

that a simple operation management strategy can 

make a drone delivery system unstable with 

increasing demand on certain types of modules in 

the fleet. The results comparing modular and non-

mosdular drone operation also prove that the 

proposed operation management method with 

modular drones can save delivery time and energy 

consumption during a delivery operation over non-

modular drones. UAV that was autonomous, 

inexpensive, lightweight, and easy to manufacture. 

The drone was designed as a quad-rotor that houses 

two cameras with a wireless transmission system 

that provides live feed from the cameras to the 

ground station. It was also intended to be able to 

carry a payload for future developments. Though not 

all of the goals were fully realized by the project’s 

conclusion due to stability and networking 

complications, the drone met size and cost 

standards, and could successful localize its position. 

And successful flower dropping of The particular 

location. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 A Drone has the potential for performing many 

tasks where humans cannot enter. A Drone has four 

propellers with motors that generate, the thrust for 

lifting the aircraft. A drone is also called as the 

Quadcopter. The basic principle behind the quad-

copter is, the two motors will rotate in the 

clockwise direction the other two will rotate in an 

anticlockwise direction allowing the aircraft to 

vertically ascend. While taking the flight with the 

help a camera we can have live streaming and 

capture images. We provide flower dropping 

from the sky to make your celebration (Wedding 

day or religious ceremony)a memorable day. A 

nice touch for your special occasion day flowers 

can picked by you or by us.  

 

 2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW  

      The system consists of KK2.1.5 Multi-rotor 

board, transmitter, receiver,                                                                            

Lipo- battery, electronic-speed-controllers, motors, 

stepper motor and Frame.

 
Fig 1: Block Diagram Of the Drone 

 

3. KK2.1.5  

KK 2.1.5 is a board with ATMEL mega 664PA,8-bit 

AVR RISC based microcontroller with 64K of 

memory.It is easy for the beginner to start with and 

has firmware pre-defined in it. While activating or 

deactivating the board there is an audio warning 

from the piezo buzzer of KK 2.1.5.It is the most 

stable board because it has inbuilt gyroscope, 6050 

MPU, and auto level function. This board has eight 

motor outputs, five control inputs, an LCD display, 

polarity protected voltage sensor input, an ISP 

header, six-axis accelerometer/gyroscope, a fuse 

protected piezo output. The user-defined signals 

from K.K.board are processed by ATMEL 644PA 

IC and these control signals are passed to the ESC's 

installed on the frame of the drone. 

 
Fig 2: KK 2.1.5 Flight Control Board 

Table 1: Specifications of KK2.1.5 Board

 
 

4. ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROLLER  

An electronic speed controller is an electronic 

device used to control the speed of the motor and the 

direction also. It follows a speed reference signal 

and varies the switching rate of field effect 

transistors. By adjusting the duty cycle or switching 

the frequencies of the transistor the speed can be 

changed 

 

Fig 3: Internal Circuit of Electronic Speed 

Controller 

 

 
Fig 4: Electronic Speed Controller 
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Table 2: Specifications of Electronic Speed 

Controller  

 

 
5. BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR  

DC motor is a type of synchronous motor that is 

powered by DC source via an inverter to produce an 

AC electric current to drive each phase of the motor. 

Its construction is simple as permanent magnet 

synchronous motor. The advantage of this motor is 

High speed and electronic control 

 
Fig 5: Brushless DC Motor 

 

Table 3: Specifications of Brushless DC Motor 

 
 

6. PROPELLERS  

These are simply fans which convert the motion of 

the motor into upward thrust. They are, made up of 

flexible fibre to be unbreakable while crash landing. 

 

Fig 6: 10 X 4.5 inches Propellers 

Table 4: Specifications of Propellers 

 
 

7. BATTERY 

Lithium polymer battery or Lipo battery is a simple 

rechargeable battery with different current ratings 

and number of cells. Here lithium ion adds to the 

polymer which is an electrolyte. 

 

 
Fig 7: Lipo battery 

Table 5: Specifications of Lipo Battery 

Type Lipo 

No. of cells 3S(3 cells) 

mAh 2200mAh 

Output Voltage 11.1 V 

Weight 400gms 

 

8. TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER  

The Transmitter acts as a controller from the user. It 

is a radio communicating wireless control system. 

The signal from the transmitter is received by the 

receiver placed on the frame of Drone through the 

antenna in a receiver. The signal from a receiver is 

given to KK board. This board will send the signal 

to all electronic speed controller from that speed of 

the motor is controlled by the transmitter. The 

modulation scheme used in between transmitter and 

receiver is pulse position modulation (PPM). 
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Fig 8: FSCT-6B Transmitter and Receiver 

 

 

 

Table 6: Specifications of Transmitter and 

Receiver 

 
 

9. FRAME 

These are many types of frames for Drone. They are 

made of fibre & has integrated PCB for soldering 

ESCs and battery wires. Different colour coding 

made us know the orientation of the Drone. 

 

Fig 9: Drone PCB Frame 

 

Table 7: Specifications of Drone Frame 

 
 

10. CAMERA 

A Camera is used for live streaming & capturing 

images during a flight of drone. There are many 

types of cameras for the purpose Like professional, 

racing HD cameras. 

 

 
Fig 10: Camera for Surveillance 

 

Table 8: Specifications of Camera 

Image Sensor 16 Mega pixels  

Color Black 

LCD 2” LCD Screen 

Image Resolution 16 Mega Pixels 

WiFi For Android & IOS 

Systems 

Recording Audio & Video 

Memory Slot for micro SD card 

Upto 64GB  

Connections USB 2.0 HDMI 

Battery 1050 mAh 

Weight With Battery(58g) 

Application Surveillance 

 

 

11. WORKING 

 

As the battery (Lipo) is plugged into the power 

distribution board of drone, here camera is also 

switched ON for live streaming and capturing 

pictures. Before this, the Transmitter should be in 

ON condition, if not ERROR can occur in FCB. 

After switching ON the FCB and the Transmitter, 

the Receiver test is done to make every channel that 

is Aileron, Throttle, Elevator, Rudder, Aux equal to 

" 0 ".Now after the receiver test, ARM the K.K 2.1.5 

board so that all 4 motors rotate with equal 

orientation and speed. Now increase the Throttle 

using Transmitter (controller) to stabilize the motor's 

speed and take a flight. 

 

12. RESULT 
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We successfully  performed the operations of drone 

(flower dropping, surveillance, delivery purposes)  . 

The drone has speedly  rotated fans this only the risk 

factor occurred.  

 

 

Fig11: Rare view of Drone  

 

13. FLOWCHART  

 
 

 

 

 

14. PRECAUTIONS  

Transmitter is in ON condition.  

Aileron, Elevator, Rudder, throttle, Aux pins are all 

equal to zero.  

equal speed or not if you are increasing the Throttle 

value.  

o battery is fully charged 

up to 11.1V  

chance for it to explode if they are overcharged. So 

be careful while charging them. Don’t leave it 

unattended while charging.  

 

15. CONCLUSION  

There are many places where man has to risk his life 

for the surveillance in industries like in horrible 

temperature conditions unbearable by man, high 

altitude work. There are many people losing their 

lives. So the solution to this problem can be brought 

up by using a remote-controlled aerial vehicle for 

surveillance.  

This project majorly finds its use in military and 

defense for surveillance at the border as a part of 

border security force and can reduce the loss of 

human lives by intimating the soldiers about the 

target.  
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